Library Hours
Monday, Wednesday and Friday 10 am to 5 pm
Tuesday and Thursday 10 am to 7 pm
Saturday 10 am to 1 pm
Convenient free parking is available along Seminary Hill
Road and in the Gilead Church parking lot a short way down
Seminary Hill Road.

BUILDING
WORK
UPDATE
If you have been following our building restoration story you may
recall that the lintel, the steel beam over the front doors on which the
marble and granite rest, exhibits heavy rust and rust jacking. This is
the primary cause of the cracks in the granite and marble over the
entry doors.
We consulted with two independent engineers who carefully
examined the lintel and front facade. We wanted to be sure we had
the best advice to make the most well informed decision. It was
determined that the existing lintel does not meet the requirements to
support the existing load. Our options are to repair the lintel or to
replace it. After careful consideration, it was decided the best course
was to replace the lintel. This decision was based on a number of
factors:

Replacement is only nominally more expensive than repair and
will result in a better fix
Shoring of the building is required for either option
The number of closed days will be about the same (a week or
less) for either option
The new lintel will be put in place from outside the building. To
repair the lintel, the work would be done from the inside which
requires additional removal and subsequent restoration of
interior walls
The repair option would result in a protrusion in the lobby wall to
accommodate the repair. This would have to be camouflaged in
some way
The replacement lintel will not be visible when the work is
finished
Our goal is to have the lintel replacement work significantly
completed before our summer programs start. There are a lot of
different trades and schedules that have to align for that to happen
but we're hoping.
The roof work is almost completed. Good news! The work came in
under what we had budgeted, the result of unused allowances and
contingencies. The credit will just about cover the lintel replacement
work!
See additional photos of the building facade cracks here.

AGI'S MOVEMENT CLASSES
For the last several years Agi Kadar has been helping many Reed
Library patrons feel better, be stronger, look younger and live longer
through her simple movement classes. First given in the library and
now extremely popular on the library's Zoom, Agi's classes continue
to be one of our most well attended programs.
If you have been attending her classes for years or want to learn more
about what Agi does, stop by her new studio on Saturday May 14 and
say hello. Details are below:

Library Board Meeting
Wednesday June 8 at 5 pm

